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The University of Texas at Arlington
“Birth, and copulation, and death
 
That’s all the facts when you come to brass tacks”
T.
 S. Eliot  
“Sweeney Agonistes”
Critics of Edgar Allan Poe’s “Berenice” have tried to account for
 
the narrator’s dental obsession in terms of contemporary sources,1
 madness,2 and repressed sexual fears.3 In addition to his monomania,
 Egaeus’s marriage
 
proposal is puzzling since he admits he never  loved  
Berenice; “yet, bitterly lamenting her fallen and
 
desolate condition,” he  
recalls her long love for him “and, in an evil moment,” proposes.4
 According to the psychosexual interpretations, he is impotent or fears
 castration (or sex
 
or her capacity  to  give birth) and so becomes obsessed  
with her vagina dentata and regards the engagement as “evil.” But if he
 fears intimacy, why 
does
 he propose, and why does he continue to fear  
her emasculating or forbidden sexuality after she is interred? One could
 argue that he fears intimacy with a living woman, and so—although he
 claims to lament—proposes only because he knows she will die before
 they 
can
 consumate the marriage, and that only after she “dies” does he  
feel able to symbolically violate her. A variation on this is that he
 proposes only when she is no longer attractive—when her beauty can
 no longer threaten his chaste intellectuality. In this reading his
 attentiveness manifests the sensuality he
 
desires but represses.5
Such readings are valid but perhaps limited, for Egaeus fears not  
just sexuality or procreation, but the entire physical process of life:
 Apeneck
 
Sweeney’s “facts” of “birth, and copulation, and death.”  While  
critics identify
 
the mouth  as procreative orifice, one could also associate  
it more simply with eating, and thus with hunger, nourishment, the
 physical processes of health and survival, and not just with sexual
 appetite. And Egaeus’s obsessiveness encompasses not just Berenice’s
 teeth, but seemingly any, even the most trivial, physical object.
 Indeed, such objects attract him partly because of their mere materiality,
 for they counter his early visionary denial of the material world, and
 represent
 
his attempt to confront the  “fact” of his own mortality.
1
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His background prepares for such an interpretation, as Egaeus
 
describes his family 
as
 “a race of visionaries” (2: 16). His emphasis on  
“the character of the family mansion,” on its “gloomy, gray, hereditary
 halls” as evidence of a visionary ancestry recalls the House of Usher,
 while Egaeus’s citing the “tapestries of the dormitories” (2: 16) and
 “gallery of antique paintings” parallels the description of the mansion
 housing “The Oval
 
Portrait.”6 But in  “Berenice” the narrator’s vision  is  
manifest not in paintings or architecture but in literature. He speaks
 twice of having been “bom” in the library, first literally, 
then
 perhaps  
figuratively in the sense of having been awakened
 
“from the long night  
of what seemed, but was not, non-entity, at once into the life of the
 mind, into the very regions of fairy-land—into a palace of
 imagination—into the wild dominion of monastic thought and
 tradition” (2: 17). Like Usher and the artist of “The Oval Portrait,”
 Egaeus suffers from too introspective and cloistered an existence, from
 having, as he says, 
“
loitered away my boyhood in books, and having  
dissipated my youth in
 
reverie”(2: 17). Like  Usher, he can say, “years  
rolled away and the noon of manhood found me still in the mansion of
 my fathers.” Egaeus remarks, “what stagnation there fell upon the
 springs of my life” and “how total an inversion took place in the
 character of my commonest thoughts” (2: 17).
Both
 
Usher and Egaeus have  female counterparts, but while  Usher  
and his sister Madeline are identical twins, Egaeus and his cousin
 Berenice are opposites:
Berenice and I were cousins.... Yet differerently we grew—
 
I, ill of health, and buried in gloom—she, agile, graceful,
 and overflowing with energy; hers the ramble on the
 hillside—mine, the studies of the cloister; I, living within
 my own heart, and addicted, body and soul, to the most
 intense and painful meditation—she, roaming carelessly
 through life, with no thought of the shadows in her path,
 or the silent flight of the raven-winged hours. (2: 18)
While Egaeus is 
sickly,
 she is healthy; he  is identified with the cloister,  
with books, she with the outdoors, with nature; he is introspective,
 reflective, obsessed with dying, she extroverted, physically active,
 involved with living. His is the life of the mind or spirit, hers of the
 body.
Egaeus is so “addicted” to the mental or spiritual as to deny the
 
realities of physical life:
2
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The realities of the world affected me as visions, and as
 
visions only, while the wild ideas of the land of dreams
 became, in turn, not the material of my every-day
 existence, but in very deed that existence utterly and solely
 in itself. (2: 17)




not lived before—that the  soul had no previous  existence ” (2:  
17). Apparently something of a neo-Platonist, he speaks of “a
 remembrance of aerial forms—of spiritual and meaning eyes—of
 sounds, musical yet sad; a
 
remembrance which will not  be excluded; a  
memory like
 
a  shadow—vague, variable, indefinite,  unsteady; and like a  
shadow, in the impossibillity of
 
my getting  rid of it while the sunlight  
of my
 
reason shall exist” (2: 17). Perhaps his denial of previous non ­
existence 
is
 behind his saying of the library, “Here my mother died.  
Herein was I bom” (2: 17). Presumably he means his mother literally
 died
 
giving birth to him in the library. But if, as suggested earlier, he  
was “bom” in the library in the sense of having been awakened to the
 life of the mind there, perhaps his awakening to the illusion of
 
birth  
coincided with the figurative death of his mother: if there never
 
was a  
time when he did not exist, then in a metaphysical sense she did not
 give birth to 
him
 and is not his “true” mother. Having always existed,  
he regards birth not as a physical coming into being but as a mental
 awakening. In this sense the library, the place of his mental
 development is his true birthplace. By linking the library with his
 mother’s death and his
 
birth, he reinforces his rejection of the physical  
life, of biological birth and relations. The library, the birthplace of
 mental life, is his only reality, and so we see him only there
 throughout the story. 
His
 bookish cloister replaces his mother’s womb  
and becomes
 
a kind of prison from which he never escapes. One  might  
go so far as to say he denies the reality not only of his individual
 mother,
 
but also  of Mother Nature.
Because of his denial of earthly
 
reality, the natural,  lively Berenice  
even “during
 
the brightest  days of her  unparalleled beauty,” seems “not  
as the living
 
and breathing Berenice, but as the Berenice of a dream; not  
as a being of the earth, earthy, but 
as
 the abstraction of  such a being”  
(2:21-22).




 understandable. Despite  having intellectually denied the life—  
and by extension the death—of the flesh, he witnesses her very real
 decay. Forced
 
to face her mortality, he  comes to  identify her teeth with  
the skull beneath the skin.7 He becomes fixated with her teeth after
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noting the signs of her fatal disease, her “hollow temples,” “shrunken
 
lips,” and “lifeless, and lustreless, and seemingly pupilless” eyes (2:
 23). The eyes in particular suggest the eyeless sockets of a skull, and
 Berenice’s ghastly smile recalls that of the dead sailor in Pym, the
 sailor whose flesh had been eaten away to
 
reveal a a skeletal grin. As 
the only bones visible, teeth 
are
 an apt synechdoche  of death’s skeleton.  
And one has only to picture the grinning symbol of the skull-and-
 crossbones to see the
 
possible identification of teeth and mortality. To  
Egaeus, Berenice seems a walking corpse, a ghoulish symbol of death-
 in-life.8
 
For a more distant example of the linking of teeth  and death-in-  
life, one might recall
 
the  identifying  fangs of the undead or vampire  of  
popular horror fiction.9
Egaeus’s obsession with her teeth manifests his obsession
 
with her  
decline. Hence he says “the teeth of the changed Berenice disclosed
 themselves slowly” (2: 23); he ponders “their conformation” and ’’the
 alteration in their nature,” shuddering as he assigns them “in
 imagination, a sensitive and sentient power, and even when unassisted
 by
 
the  lips, a capability of moral expression” (2: 24). What  he ponders  
is the inherent mutability of human nature as expressed by her deathly
 grin. Having shunned the biological facts of birth and death, he
 suddenly finds himself shocked by her physical decay into an intense
 awareness of the importance of physical 
life.
 Earlier his feelings “had  
never been of the heart” but “always were of the mind” (2: 22), but
 Berenice’s ghastly decline forces 
him
 to deal with death on a visceral  
and emotional rather than merely intellectual and philosophical level.
 Death is
 
no longer just a delusion  but a reality: “I had seen her...not as  
a thing to admire, but to analyze; not 
as
 an object of love, but as the  
theme
 
of the most abstract although desultory speculation. And  now—  
now I  shuddered in her presence, and grew pale at her approach” (2:22).  
Her change shocks him and he breathlesssly rivets his eyes upon her,
 surprised that
 
“not  one vestige  of the former  being  lurked in any single  
line of the contour” (2: 23). Unprepared by his idealism
 
for so vivid an  
encounter with death, he finds
 
her emaciation  “excessive” (2:23).
He also feels “an icy chill” through his own “frame” and an
 “insufferable anxiety” because her decay brings home to him his own
 mortality. Hence the “consuming
 
curiosity” that impels him to stare  at  
her, and the “peculiar meaning” he finds in her smile”(2: 23). If
 
one  
considers that her deathly grin mocks his neo-Platonic belief in his
 immortality,
 
one can understand his obsession:
...I more seriously believed que toutes ses dents etaient des
 
idées. Des idées!—ah, here was the idiotic thought that
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destroyed me! Des idées!—ah, therefore it was that I
 
coveted them so madly! I felt that their possession could
 alone ever restore me to peace, in giving me back to
 reason. (2: 24)
Earlier he spoke of “the impossibility of...getting rid of" his
 
shadow-like remembrances of “aerial forms,” “while the sunlight
 of...reason shall exist” (2: 17). But the vivid memory of Berenice’s
 skeletal smile overshadows those vague memories of pre-existence;
 imminent death now overshadows eternal life; her physical decay
 overwhelms his idealistic reason. Earlier too he spoke
 
of remembering  
“spiritual and meaning eyes” (2: 17), but
 now
 the only eyes he sees are  
the “lifeless, and lustreless, and seemingly pupilless” eyes of
 Berenice.10




in the eternal life of the soul—the inherent and eternal  
death of the body. Visible both in life and death, teeth can serve as
 constant reminders of the ever present and enduring skull beneath the
 skin, of the skeleton that supports the body in life and outlasts it in
 death.
Egaeus’s fascination with Berenice’s teeth also begins at a
 
significant time: “an afternoon in the winter of the year—one
 
of those  
unseasonably warm, calm, and misty days which are the nurse of the
 beautiful Halcyon” (2: 22). To another 
mind,
 such temperate, beautiful  
weather in winter could suggest the persistence of life in death, as
 might the heroic smile of a dying woman. But to Egaeus, Berenice’s
 smile only emphasizes her deterioration, and perhaps the Halcyon 
day only highlights the surrounding winter. Such a view would be
 consistent with the general attitude with which Egaeus begins his
 narration:
Misery is manifold. The wretchedness of the earth is
 
multiform. Overreaching the wide horizon as the rainbow,
 its hues are as various as the hues of that arch—as distant
 too, yet as intimately blended. Overreaching the wide
 horizon, as the rainbow! How is it that from beauty I have
 derived a type of unloveliness?—from the covenant of
 peace, a simile of sorrow? But, 
as
 in ethics, evil is a  
consequence of good, so, in fact, out of joy is sorrow bom.
 Either the memory of past bliss is the anguish of to-day, or
 the agonies which are, have their origin in the ecstasies
 which might have been. (2: 16)
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Egaeus’s rainbow recalls 
the
 neo-Platonic image of the world as a  
dome of many-colored glass. But rather than illustrate how earthly
 multiplicity 
is
 merely illusory, prismatic emanation of heavenly unity,  
Egaeus uses the symbolism to suggest that multiform misery is the
 real result of any joy. Rather 
than
 reveal the all-encompassing One  
from which come the many, he focuses 
on
 the wretched many that  
blend intimately 
into
 one: his unifying constant, his one great truth, is  
ever-present and varied misery. Earthly diversity dominates 
any
 thought  
of heavenly unity, just as Berenice’s death comes to overshadow his
 idealistic reason. Memories of a happier pre-existence suggest not an
 eventual return to it but its irrevocable loss, just as Egaeus’s memories
 of Berenice’s
 
former beauty only vivify her decay:
Berenice!—I call upon her name—Berenice!—and from the
 
gray ruins of memory a thousand tumultous recollections
 are startled at the sound! Ah, vividly is her image before
 me now, as in the early days of her lightheartedness and
 joy!...And then—then all is mystery 
and
 terror, and a tale  
which should not be told. Disease—
a
 fatal disease, fell  
like the simoon upon her frame; and even, while I gazed
 upon her, the spirit of change swept over her, pervading
 her mind, her habits, and her character, and, in a manner
 the most subtle and terrible, disturbing even the identity of
 her person! Alas! The destroyer came and went!—and the
 victim—where is she? I knew her not—or knew her no
 longer as Berenice! (2: 18)
What shocks him are not just
 
the  physical changes but the changes  
in
 
her “mind,” “character,” and “identity”—in the individual soul which 
he
 
formerly believed was  eternal. To restore his  reason, he  tries to  deny  
the tale of her demise by surgically defanging the jaws of death.
 Ironically he temporarily 
succeeds,
 for his dental surgery saves Berenice  
from death by interment: the “dead” woman is found
 “disfigured...enshrouded, yet still breathing—still palpitating—still
 alive!” (2:26).
 Appalled by her decay—
and,
 but implication, his  own—he perhaps  
proposes in an attempt to hold on to 
her.
 Like his religious readings  
and
 
later extracting of her teeth, his engagement amounts to a denial of  
death. When their separation seems imminent, he proposes a stronger
 union. One has 
only
 to think of the traditional “till death do you part”  
to see the marriage as a mad attempt to put off death by taking on a
 bride. What motivates him is not love for her but fear for himself, not
 a desire for union but an aversion for separation. The repulsion and
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as  well as his intense ambivalence toward sensuality and physical  
life in general.
As a traditionally spiritual union, marriage—especially to one who
 
has seemed not a “being of the earth” but the “abstraction of such a
 being”—could serve to reconfirm his Platonic idealism. But marriage
 could also reprsent
 
an attempt to strengthen his one weakening link to  
life. Throughout his monastic existence, his relation to Berenice has
 been his only connection to the
 
physical life, and perhaps marriage—  
like his attentiveness—serves to compensate for the weakening bond
 with his cousin and the earthly nature she represents.
Like Usher’s sister, Egaeus’s
 
cousin could also symbolize  a part of  
himself—in this case his physical nature. Like Madeline, Berenice
 hardly seems to have an existence apart from her mad relative. Like
 Usher, Egaeus suffers from a debilitatingly dissociated sensibility
 represented by his female counterpart. He idealistically denies his
 cousin’s (or his own)
 
physicality, symbolically causing her (himself) to  
waste away. Egaeus recognizes to some extent his illness, and tries
 desperately
 
to heal himself by overcompensating. Egaeus  calls his later  
attentiveness
 
a  disease,  but  ironically his earlier hypertrophied  idealism  
is the real illness, the initial abnormality, and his later
 
materialism the  
equally extreme antidote. Unable to accept his own biological nature,
 he proves unable
 
to balance his speculative and attentive aspects,  going  
from one extreme to the other. Like Usher, Egaeus
 
cannot integrate his  
different
 
faculties. Usher’s entombing and  Egaeus’s exhuming  of their  
alter egos
 
result from their recognizing and reacting to their fragmented  
psyches.
Of course Egaeus himself remains
 
unaware of the reason behind his  
obsession and subsequent actions. “The tragedy, ‘Man’” is the “tale
 which should not be told.
”
 He represses his struggle with the idea of  
mortality just as
 
he  does his mad  dentistry. He  also fails to see that his  
own illness is his refusal to
 
accept the great fact of death.
Egaeus remarks that his attentiveness grows out of his already
 existing “disease”—his living
 
almost exclusively the life  of the  mind—  
and grows rapidly with the development of
 
Berenice’s illness (2: 19).  
This coincidental development in the cousins’ maladies suggests that
 her illness triggers his monomaniacal attentiveness.
To clarify his disease, he carefully distinguishes his attentiveness
 
from speculation:




 an object usually not frivolous, imperceptibly  
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loses sight of this object in a wilderness of deductions and
 
suggestions issuing therefrom, until, at the conclusion of a
 day dream...he finds the incitamentum...first cause of his
 musings entirely...forgotten. In my case the primary
 object was invariably frivolous, although assuming...a
 refracted and unreal importance. Few deductions, if any,
 were made; and those few pertinaciously returning in upon
 the original object as a centre. The meditations were never
 pleasurable; and, at the termination of the reverie, the first
 cause, so far from being out of sight, had attained that
 supernaturally exaggerated interest which was the
 prevailing feature of the disease. (2: 20)
The “speculative” powers of the “dreamer, or enthusiast” sound
 
very much like Egaeus’s hereditary visions and earlier bookbound
 musings. He himself lost sight of the physical Berenice, seeing her
 only as an “abstraction” or “theme” for meditation. His reversal of
 interests, his obsession with frivolous objects in themselves to the
 exclusion of any deductions, coincides with her illness and his being
 forced to come to terms with decay. The “refracted and unreal
 importance” that trivial objects have could recall the refracted light
 
of  
the rainbow and the real earthly hues that begin the tale. As he does
 with the varied colors of the rainbow, he subconsciously identifies
 various material objects with the “spirit of change” that “swept over”
 Berenice. Hence his
 
attentive “meditations  were never pleasurable.”
Egaeus himself unwittingly suggests that a fascination with
 physical change is the basis of
 
his attentiveness, as he discusses how  
his cousin’s decline affected his
 
mental  disorder.
And although, to a careless thinker, it might appear a
 
matter beyond doubt, that the alteration produced by her
 unhappy malady, in the moral condition of Berenice, would
 afford me many objects for the exercise of that intense and
 abnormal meditation whose nature I have been at some
 trouble in explaining, yet such was not in any degree the
 case. In the lucid intervals of my infirmity, her calamity,
 indeed, gave me pain, and, taking deeply to heart that total
 wreck of her fair and gentle life, I did not fail to ponder,
 frequently and bitterly, upon the wonder-working means by
 which so strange a revolution had been so suddenly brought
 to pass. But these reflections partook not of the
 idiosyncrasy of my disease, and were such as would have
 occurred, under similar circumstances, to the ordinary mass
 of mankind. True to its own character, My disorder revelled
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in the less important but more startling changes wrought in
 
the physical frame of Berenice—in the singular and most
 appalling distortion of her personal identity. (2: 21)
Oddly he contrasts his ordinary or common speculation on the
 
“meaning” of her “revolution” with his attention to “the less important
 but more startling changes wrought in the physical
 
frame of Berenice.”  
The two are obviously 
related:
 the physical changes, because they are  
“more startling,” vivify the idea of death and make the “ordinary”
 speculation less abstract and more real or visceral. In this sense the
 importance of her physical changes is not
 abnormal.
 What is abnormal  
is his earlier, almost purely theoretical view
 
of her that is divorced from  
emotion and sensuality.
He similarly dismisses his reading as affected by his obsession
 
with the insignificant. Here too one can easily see that his “disorder”
 manifests his subconscious attempt to deny mortality:
My books, at this epoch, if they did not actually serve to
 
irritate the disorder, partook, it will be perceived, largely,
 in their imaginative and inconsequential nature, of the
 characteristic qualities of the disorder itself. I well
 remember, among others, the treatise of the noble Italian,
 Coelius Secundus Curio, “De Amplitudine Beati Regni Dei”; 
St. Austin’s great work, 
“
The City of God”; and Tertullian’s  
“De Carne Christi,” in which the paradoxical sentence,
 “Mortuus est Dei filius; credible est quia ineptum est; et
 sepultus resurrexit; certum est quia impossible est,”
 occupied my undivided time, for many weeks of laborious
 and fruitless investigation. (2: 20-21)
His catalogue of some of the objects that excite his “nervous
 
intensity of interest” (2: 19) also shows his “nervous” interest in
 physical existence 
and
 decay:
To muse for long unwearied hours, with my attention
 
riveted to some frivolous device on the margin or in the
 typography of a book; 
to
 become absorbed, for the better  
part of a summer’s day, in a quaint shadow falling aslant
 upon the tapestry or upon the door; 
to
 lose myself, for an  
entire night, in watching the steady flame of a lamp, or the
 embers of a fire; to dream away whole days over the
 perfume of a flower; to repeat, monotonously, some
 common word, until the sound, but dint of frequent
 repetition, ceased 
to
 convey any idea whatever to the mind;
9
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to lose all sense of motion or physical existence, by
 
means of absolute bodily quiescence long and obstinately
 perservered 
in:
 such were a few of the most common and  
least pernicious vagaries induced by a condition of the
 mental faculties, not, indeed, altogether unparalleled, but
 certainly bidding defiance to any thing like analysis or
 explanation. (2: 19)
The “quaint shadow falling aslant,” the flame of the lamp, the embers
 
of the fire all suggest the quiet
 
extinguishing of life, as does the loss of  
“all sense of motion or physical existence, by means of absolute bodily
 quiescence long and obstinately perservered in”; it is
 
as if he were  trying  
to experience—to know—Berenice’s final condition. The perfume of
 the flower recalls transient beauty and the withering of Berenice’s
 loveliness. Egaeus’s focus on the
 
“frivolous device on the margin or in  
the typography of a book” and the sound of a word as mere sound
 amount to treating language as object rather
 than
 as symbol. Fact  
replaces
 
theory; signifier overcomes sign; matter overwhelms mind.
NOTES
1 Source studies include Killis Campbell, The Mind of Poe and
 
Other Studies (Cambridge, Mass., 1933), p. 167, who relates the
 tale to Poe’s awareness of contemporary grave robbing; Roger
 Forclaz, “A Source for ‘Berenice' and a Note on Poe
’
s Reading,”  
PoeN 1 (1968), 25-26; and David Sloane, “Gothic Romanticism
 and Rational Empiricism in Poe’s ‘Berenice
’
,” ATQ, 19 (1973),  
19-26, who relates the story to Poe
’
s knowledge of contemporary  
medicine.
2Hardin Craig, Edgar Allan Poe: Representative Selections, ed.
 
Margaret Alterton and Hardin Craig (1935; rpt. New York, 
1962), p. 512, sees Egaeus as “a monomaniac conscious of the decay of
 his reason,” who believes “that the teeth of Berenice wi
l
l restore  
him”; G. R. Thompson, Poe's Fiction: Romantic Irony in the
 Gothic Tales (Madison, Wis., 1973), p. 168, sees Egaeus’s
 obsession as the result of being “totally imbued with the Gothic
 horrors and weird philosophical (transcendental) mystification of
 the day.
”
3Marie Bonaparte, The Life and Works of Edgar Allan Poe: A
 
Psycho-Analytic Interpretation (1949; rpt. New York, 1971), pp.
 213-19, sees Berenice’s mouth as the vagina dentata; Daniel
 Hoffman, Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe (New York, 
1972),
 p. 235,  
argues that “Just as the vagina is the entrance to the mysterious
 womb, the unifier of life,” so are “the teeth to the all-digesting
 stomach, in which the womb is lodged.” Joel Porte, The Romance
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in America (Middletown, Conn., 1969), p. 83, argues that for
 
Egaeus, “forbidden sexual emotions...have apparently been
 displaced into a mental concentration on ideas,” and that “ideas for
 him are sexual objects, which he covets ‘madly' and must
 possess.” Egaeus 
“
must remove those teeth (ideas) that make the  
blonde maiden attractive, resolving her ambiguous coalescence of
 sex and purity, and thus restoring himself to peace by
 symbolically desexualizing his cherished reason."
4The Complete Works of Edgar Allan Poe, ed. James A. Harrison
 
(New York, 1902), 2: 22; hereafter cited in the 
text.
5Porte, p. 82, argues “Now that her beauty has been so
 
thoroughly destroyed by disease that she is no longer apparently a
 darkly passionate, sexually attractive—and therefore forbidden—
 woman, Egaeus feels safe in asking her to marry him,** and that
 “His fantasies are expressions of hidden sexual anxiety, invested
 in apparently pointless obsessive images.
”
6Hoffman, p. 311, sees “The Oval Portrait” as “a pendant" to
 
“The Fall of the House of Usher,” and remarks of the former,
 “There too, 
a
 narrator enters a Gothic castle which exists only as a  




s ‘Life-in-Death* and Poe ’s ‘Death-in-  
Life*,
”




8See Bonaparte, p. 216, on Coleridge’s “Life in Death” from
 
“The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner” as 
a
 source for Poe ’s  
depiction; also, Darrell Abel, pp. 218-20, for a supernatural
 interpretation.
9James B. Twitchell, The Living Dead (Durham, N.C., 1981),
 
pp. 58-61, argues that Berenice 
is
 a vampire; Hal Blythe and  
Charlie Sweet, “Poe
’
s Satiric Use of Vampires in ‘Berenice’,”  
PoeS, 14 (1981), pp. 23-24, argue that Egaeus is.
10David Sloane, 
p.
 21, writes “the ‘spiritual and meaning eyes' 
of the previous heavenly existence are become the earthly eyes of
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